Making Remote
Working Work
Discover how ITEC’s Technology Managed Service
has helped NRG Law deliver flexible working for its
people and get great results.
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Neath Raisbeck Golding Law - or
NRG Law - is a firm of solicitors based
in Clifton, Bristol, providing local,
national and international clients with
expert legal advice across sectors
including corporate and commercial,
property, dispute resolution, family
and private client services.
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“ITEC’s

solution-orientated
approach ensures our
business needs are
always met.
- VICKI NEATH, MANAGING PARTNER

CHALLENGES

Tricky IT
Systems

Before ITEC put its
Technology Managed
Service into action, the
team at NRG Law had
very slow frustrating
internet connectivity.
Their hardware and
devices were up to
date, because ITEC
had already replaced
them at a competitive
price, but the firm had
no centralised data
storage, which was
inhibiting collaboration.
With data spread out
in different areas,
backups were also
difficult.

Ineffective
Phone
Set-Up

The firm had grown
in recent years, but
the phone system
remained the same.
It could no longer
cope effectively with
the number of users.
It was time to make
sure the phone system
expanded as the
business grew.

““The support team is
superb and they go
the extra mile to
resolve issues.
- VICKI NEATH, MANAGING PARTNER

SOLUTIONS

Remote
Desktop
System

Phones and
Printers

A full fibre leased line was installed,
transforming internet speeds and
allowing NRG Law to utilise digital
technology and modernise practices.
ITEC migrated all of NRG’s users to
a remote desktop solution, hosted in
the ITEC Data Centres. This ensures
all data is secure and backed up,
and allows the team to effectively
collaborate on documents.

ITEC Engineers reconfigured the
firm’s phone system. ITEC’s VoIP
platform can easily be scaled to
meet the demand as NRG continues
to grow and recruit.
As part of ITEC’s Unified Comms
strategy, ITEC also supplied new
mobile phones. A new Managed
Print fleet including top of the range
printers along with smart software
has also been installed.
This has helped NRG surpass its
sustainability targets and reduce
costs as they now print more
efficiently.
“ITEC’s solution-orientated approach
ensures our business needs are
always met.” - Vicki Neath,
Managing Partner

has a fantastic team
“ ITEC
who go above and
beyond to help.
- VICKI NEATH, MANAGING PARTNER

MODERN

Phone system
BETTER

Home Working
Security

Printing
MORE EFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE

The team at NRG is no longer
hampered by slow and unreliable
internet speeds. The new system has
boosted the team’s productivity and
flexibility - users can access whatever
they need from any location on
any device.

“

ITEC has helped
us reduce printing
costs and reach our
sustainability goals.
- VICKI NEATH, MANAGING PARTNER

A TECH TRANSFORMATION

ITEC has assisted NRG Law’s disaster
recovery plan by updating their IT,
phones and print. The new unified
solution has made home working easier
and more secure.

“They have given our

team the flexibility to
work from home.
- VICKI NEATH, MANAGING PARTNER

SERVICE

““ITEC’s
Service is
Always
Personable”

As it does with all customers, ITEC worked
closely with NRG Law to identify pain
points and come up with a clear strategy to
transform the IT and phone systems.
Setting up a remote desktop system for the
firm has been a game changer, but it’s ITEC’s
dedication to providing big picture solutions
and complete support that has made the
difference.
As the firm’s Managing Partner, Vicki Neath,
puts it: “ITEC’s service is always personable.
We have gotten to know everyone from our
account manager to whomever is answering
the phones. Resolutions are never more than
a phone call or email away. They’re quickly
on-site if our support requires extra attention
“The support team is superb and they go the
extra mile to resolve issues.
“We seek professionalism and five star
support from external service providers, and
that’s what we get from ITEC. We can trust
them to support the firm and team.
We thoroughly recommend them.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding managed services
and helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
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